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Abstract
Guide to the Reader
Abstract
In CIVITAS ECCENTRIC, five cities (Turku, Stockholm, Ruse, Munich, and Madrid) have
implemented a total of 51 innovative, sustainable urban mobility measures. The measures
addressed Inathevariety
of urban project,
mobility
challenges,
thematic
clusters.
CIVITAS ECCENTRIC
the cities
of Stockholm, organised
Madrid, Munich,in
anddifferent
Turku worked
with
test fleets
electric vehicles
(EVs), light
electric vehicles (LEVs),
electric freightmakers
vehicles (EFVs),
This document
is ofintended
to equip
practitioners
and decision
withand
the information
new charging infrastructure, whilst also offering incentives and information on clean vehicles and fuels.
needed to replicate
the measures of Work Package 7 – “Urban Freight Logistics” – or aspects
User groups included private individuals, businesses, and civil servants in the city administration. The
of these measures,
highlighting
the that
importance
always with
considering
the and
local context to
implemented measures
provide cities
are interested of
in replication
effective processes
methodologies.
achieve a feasible and reliable transfer of experiences. The document also provides
practitioners
makers
with
information
needed
they
want to learn more
Thisand
report decision
presents a replication
package
thatthe
is based
on the lessons learned
duringifthe
implementation
of measuresPolicy
for promoting
EVs. for
The package
includes
a technicaland
description
the measures
about “Innovative
Tools
Freight
Logistics”
howofthey
relateandtothethe measures
implementation process. Drivers, barriers, success factors, and foreseeable impacts are presented in a
implemented
in ECCENTRIC.
comprehensive manner in order to inspire other cities and provide them with guidance.
The CIVITAS
ECCENTRIC WP7 presented in this report was comprised of seven measures
Market availability of electric vehicles or services, charging infrastructure, financing mechanisms and
that aimed incentives,
to increase
the
efficiency
ofandand
to reduce
environmental
impact
of urban freight
as well as
political
commitment
cross-sectoral
collaboration
are key drivers for
introducing
EVs
and
EFVs
in
city
and
business
fleets.
Barriers
involve
data
collection,
grid
and
infrastructure
issues,
in the cities of Madrid, Munich, Ruse, Stockholm, and Turku. Some potentially replicable
and a reluctance to have EVs and new concepts. Regulatory changes are often necessary to enable the
examples of
innovative tools that were developed in the framework of the ECCENTRIC
use of new concepts and business models. Conclusions highlight the importance of pilots in getting new
groups familiar with new technologies, involving stakeholders throughout the process, and using
project are user
provided.
procurement as a tool in pursuing climate and mobility strategies.

The report summarises specific experiences, lessons, and recommendations related to the
demonstration measures of two thematic clusters, namely “Efficient Supply Chains” and
“Clean Vehicle Technologies”. The clusters include two measures that target different
approaches towards low-carbon logistics and test different technologies for heavy-duty freight
vehicles, as well as five measures that target different urban logistics solutions, such as
consolidation schemes and off-peak deliveries. The report aims to maximise the replication
potential of the different measures that were tested, and describes critical challenges and
success factors to consider. The report concludes with general policy proposals and strategic
recommendations from a broader perspective, particularly concerning how to integrate freight
in urban mobility plans. These are based on the results of the project.
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Target group
This document is tailored following the practical needs of project developers and planners /
technical staff from cities to develop innovative measures, consider potential barriers, and
select appropriate solutions to match their contexts. This document provides evidence that
measures have been successfully implemented in a city and have good replicability potential.
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Executive summary
A main issue that remains unsolved, even in cities that have developed a comprehensive
set of actions and policies for sustainable mobility, is the need to demonstrate and test
innovative solutions for cleaner and better urban freight in urban centres. Freight
companies face emerging challenges when it comes to designing efficient supply chain
schemes as city centres show increasing conflicts related to public space use, the
tolerance for noise and pollution leads to more demanding requisites, and digitalisation
is inducing a disruptive change in customer behaviour through e-commerce.

Table of Contents

Executive
Summary
This document
summarises
and integrates the main findings and conclusions of the five
measures of the CIVITAS ECCENTRIC WP7 – “Towards better and cleaner urban freight
– that are focused on efficient supply chains (Cluster 1) as well as clean vehicle
1 logistics”
Introduction
technologies (Cluster 2). It is intended to provide key information for the replication and
1.1
Purpose of this document
upscaling of the tested measures, which cover different approaches – in accordance with
1.2
Target group
the European integrated perspective for urban logistics – to achieve economically viable
and efficient goods delivery operations:
• Consolidation centres in the periphery: centre with EVs and local regulations for
2
Testing
vehicles
in ECCENTRIC
clean urban
freight logistics
and waste logistics from urban civil works.

6

• Offering
Consolidation
in the inner
micro-depots
combined with cargo bike
EV-test solutions
fleets to selected
targetcity:
groups,
Stockholm
deliveries
and
a
neighbourhood-oriented
concierge
system
as a collection
point.
Test fleets, policy incentives and campaigns for the uptake of electric
vehicles, Madrid
• Electric
Off-peak
deliveries:
Night for
delivery
with clean
silentMunich
vehicles, which is carried
lightweight
vehicles
car sharing
and and
logistics,
out in Stockholm.
Electrification of the Municipal Fleet & Promotion of Electro-mobility, Turku
• Heavy duty vehicles, where a lack of commercially available environmentallyDeveloping the Clean Vehicle Portal, Stockholm
friendly freight vehicles have been identified.

9

2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5

3

4
5
6

The technologies tested in trucks, which operated under real-life logistics conditions
(BEV From
in Madrid,
LBG in Turku,cities
and PHEV
in Stockholm in
- this
last one
is included in
ECCENTRIC
to replication
other
places
measure STO 7.4 of cluster 1), were aligned with the recommendations regarding clean
Drivers
vehicles
found in the Study on Urban Logistics – “The integrated perspective” (2018),
Barriers
that was developed by the European Commission’s Directorate General for Mobility and
Success factors
in testing
Transport.This
document
alsoEVs
provides guidelines on the innovative policy tools that
were developed
to accompany
the measures
in thetotwo
thematic clusters. It is the result
Ensuring long-term
sustainability
– from pilot
full-scale
of an overarching
analysis
of
the
specific
technical
measures
under the cross-cutting and
Foreseeable impacts
integrated perspective established by the European Commission’s Directorate General
for Mobility and Transport (EC Study on Urban Logistics, DG MOVE 2018).

6
7

7
11
15
17
20

22
22
24
26
27
28

The aim
is to Recommendations
draw conclusions resulting from the complete measure cycle (design, 29
Policy
implementation, evaluation) that go beyond the conventional approach of replicating and
upscaling the particular solutions tested. This is done by addressing underlying common
Conclusions
concepts
regarding policy and collaboration tools to help solve the challenges facing 31
urban freight. Three main policy approaches are highlighted as key features to facilitate
the integration of freight into urban mobility systems in a more effective way: planning
Sources
processes
(SUMPs or Sustainable Urban Logistics Plan), local regulations, and public- 31
private partnerships. Two examples from CIVITAS ECCENTRIC cities are outlined to
illustrate potential tools and processes: The Stockholm Freight Plan and the Freight
Access Regulation for the low-emission zone, “Madrid Central”. Moreover, besides
the measures developed in the framework of the CIVITAS ECCENTRIC project, other
valuable information and examples have been used as valuable guidance.
7

4

6

Introduction to the document
In the last decade, European cities have made significant steps forward in the delivery
of sustainable urban mobility policies, proving that major impacts in terms of reduced
congestion and emissions can be achieved through ambitious measures. At the same
time, peripheral districts remain largely unaddressed, with the effects of flagship projects
rarely being transferred to these areas. Recent or future urban growth processes are
putting additional pressure on peri-central areas. The main common challenges are to
relieveExecutive
central areasSummary
through clean and efficient urban logistics, as well as to increase 6
the attractiveness and sustainable mobility of suburban districts.

Table of Contents

The cities of Madrid, Stockholm, Munich, Turku, and Ruse are the CIVITAS ECCENTRIC
Introduction
city partners. These cities formed part of the whole consortium in order to demonstrate
1.1and test
Purpose
of this document
the potential
and replicability of integrated and inclusive urban planning and
1.2sustainable
Target group
mobility measures that increase the quality of life of all citizens in urban
areas, with a particular focus on suburban districts and the clean organisation of urban
freight logistics. A main issue that remains unsolved, even in cities that have developed
2 a comprehensive
Testing vehicles
in ECCENTRIC
set of actions
and policies for sustainable mobility, is the need to
demonstrate and test innovative solutions for cleaner and better urban freight in urban
2.1
Offering EV-test fleets to selected target groups, Stockholm
centres. Freight companies face emerging challenges when it comes to designing
2.2
Test fleets, policy incentives and campaigns for the uptake of electric vehicles, Madrid
efficient supply chain schemes as city centres show increasing conflicts related to public
2.3spaceElectric
lightweight
car
sharingleads
and logistics,
Munich
use, the
tolerance vehicles
for noisefor
and
pollution
to more demanding
requisites, and
2.4digitalisation
Electrification
of the Municipal
Fleet &
Promotion
of Electro-mobility,
Turku
is inducing
a disruptive
change
in customer
behaviour
through e2.5commerce.
Developing the Clean Vehicle Portal, Stockholm

1

3

4
5
6

The CIVITAS ECCENTRIC measures that are dedicated to tackling the specific
challenges related to logistic supply chains for urban freight in the city centre cover a
ECCENTRIC
to and
replication
in otherviable
places
varietyFrom
of potential
approachescities
to develop
analyse economically
and efficient
urbanDrivers
goods delivery operations, new business models in urban logistics, and freight
consolidation
Barriers solutions, thus reducing heavy- and light-duty traffic, energy consumption,
and emissions.
Success factors in testing EVs
The EU Communications, “A European Strategy for Low-Emission Mobility” and “Europe
Ensuring long-term sustainability – from pilot to full-scale
on the Move” – COM (2017)-283 and COM (2016)-502, respectively – highlight the
Foreseeable
importance
of andimpacts
challenges presented by freight transport, which is expected to grow
by 60%, in achieving sustainable mobility systems. The documents further point out that
the success in the shift to low-emission mobility will very much depend on how cities
Policy
address
urban Recommendations
logistics issues.
The CIVITAS ECCENTRIC project has applied the topics recommended by the
European Commission to tackle urban freight challenges and develop enabling
Conclusions
innovative policy tools. The six topics that were defined are the subject of a non-binding
guidance series, developed by the European Commission’s Directorate General for
Mobility and Transport (DG MOVE 2018), that is primarily aimed at public authorities,
Sources
such as municipalities. With regard to efficient and clean supply chains, these topics,
plus the approach in the SUMP 2.0 process, are particularly relevant:
•

Treatment of logistics activities in Urban Vehicle Access Regulation schemes;

•

Logistics schemes for e-commerce;

•

Sustainable Urban Logistics Planning Topic Guide SUMP 2.0;
8
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6
7

7
9
11
15
17
20

22
22
24
26
27
28

29
31

31

•

The use of information and communication technologies;

•

Engagement of stakeholders when implementing urban freight transport policies;

•

The use of environmentally-friendly freight vehicles; and

•

Indicators and data collection methods for urban freight distribution.

These guidance
documents
cover the use of environmentally-friendly freight vehicles,
Table
of
Contents
providing advice to local policy makers on urban logistics. They have been used during
the ECCENTRIC project for defining an overarching analysis of the measures and other
information exchange:

Executive Summary
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1

Introduction

6

1.1

Purpose of this document

6

1.2

Target group

7

2

Testing vehicles in ECCENTRIC

7

2.1

Offering EV-test fleets to selected target groups, Stockholm

9

2.2

Test fleets, policy incentives and campaigns for the uptake of electric vehicles, Madrid 11

2.3

Electric lightweight vehicles for car sharing and logistics, Munich

15

2.4

Electrification of the Municipal Fleet & Promotion of Electro-mobility, Turku

17

2.5

Developing the Clean Vehicle Portal, Stockholm

20

3

Figure 1: Clean vehicles as main element of the EC integrated perspective

From ECCENTRIC
cities
to replication
other
places
The “ecosystem”
generated within
CIVITAS
ECCENTRICin
brings
together
local policy
makers,
vehicle
manufacturers,
freight
transport
companies,
retailers,
and
real estate
Drivers
developers,
Barriersthereby providing an opportunity to formulate cooperation schemes to
achieve better and cleaner urban freight logistics.
Success factors in testing EVs
City
Partner(s)
Measure
Ensuring long-term
sustainability – from pilot to full-scale

MAD 7.1 Foreseeable
– Consolidation
centre with EVs and local
impacts
regulations for clean urban freight logistics

MADRID

MAD 7.2 – Consolidating municipal freight and excavated
materials in Stockholm

STOCKHOLM

MUC 7.3 – Sustainable city logistics by combining electric
cargo bike delivery services with a flexible storage system

MUNICH

STO 7.4 – Night-time deliveries using clean and silent
vehicles

STOCKHOLM

MUC 7.5 – Neighbourhood-oriented concierge system

MUNICH

4

Policy Recommendations

5

§

6
MAD

Conclusions

7.6 Sources
– Prototype

vehicle
§

for an ultra-low emission cargo§

TUR 7.7 – Introduce biogas for heavy duty freight vehicles§

MADRID

TURKU

22
24
26
27

28
AYTOMAD /
FMLOGISTIC / UPM
STO

29

LHM/MVG
STO

31

DOMAGK

31
AYTOMAD / AVIA /
FMLOGISTIC / UPM
GASUM / TUR / TUAS

Table 1: Measures of WP7- Cluster 1 – Efficient Supply Chains in urban freight

9

4

22

The different measures address different approaches to improve the efficiency of supply
chains and provide experiences that could be useful in the implementation of solutions
that can help to mitigate undesirable side-effects of logistics or that can be helpful when
associating with other policy tools, such as Urban Vehicle Access Regulation (UVAR)
schemes. According to the EC Study on Urban Logistics, Figure 2 shows potential policy
options that can mitigate the impact of UVARs or e-commerce on the logistics sector;
this is done in relation to measures applied in the ECCENTRIC project. The options listed
also still allow for the achievement of objectives set for decreasing congestion and
Executive
Summary
6
emissions
in urban contexts.
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Developing
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2: Potential
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solutions
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Apart from the measures included in WP7, other CIVITAS ECCENTRIC measures could
also provide
informationcities
for cities
are interested
implementing
innovative
From useful
ECCENTRIC
tothat
replication
ininother
places
freight policies, including measure STO 4.9, “Offering a test fleet of e-bikes and e-freight
bikes”,Drivers
and measure STO 6.1, “Offering EV business test fleets to selected target
Barriers
groups”.
In addition, even from the design phase of the CIVITAS ECCENTRIC project,
the aim
of thefactors
work in
described
in this report was not only to test and analyse specific
Success
testing EVs
innovative
solutions,
but also
to take advantage
of the
common work of public and private
Ensuring
long-term
sustainability
– from pilot
to full-scale
partners of five European cities. The goal has, thus, been to cover a more
Foreseeable impacts
comprehensive approach in order to identify barriers to and levers for systemic change
in the urban logistics.
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1. Cluster 1: Efficient Supply Chains
1.1.

Evaluating the replication potential of measures

Most of the measures that are aimed at improving the efficiency of supply chains are
Table
of Contents
based on the principle of consolidation as 'connecting individual senders and receivers
via efficient hubs'. This is true even more now when the evolution of economies and
technologies make the origins and destinations of production and consumption more
scattered. In the logistics sector, the bundling and unbundling principle means putting
Executive Summary
together goods that need to be transported over (partly) the same route and separating
them to bring them to their different final destinations. In the framework of CIVITAS
project, different approaches of consolidation schemes have been tested
1 ECCENTRIC
Introduction
barriers,
levers,
and general findings could be useful for many other cities that
1.1and the
Purpose
of this
document
are facing similar freight challenges.
1.2
Target group

1.2.

6
6
7

Drivers and barriers to be expected

2

The high
concentration
of delivery
points in combination with many small deliveries in
Testing
vehicles
in ECCENTRIC
the urban context, where each singular home has practically become a delivery target
2.1due toOffering
EV-test fleets
to selectedwhy
target
groups,
Stockholm
the e-commerce,
rationalises
last-mile
logistics
is the least efficient stage in
process,
it is responsible
for a significant
portion
of supply
chainMadrid
costs,
2.2the delivery
Test fleets,
policywhy
incentives
and campaigns
for the uptake
of electric
vehicles,
as
well
as
why
it
is
a
significant
contribution
to
urban
congestion
and
source
of air
2.3
Electric lightweight vehicles for car sharing and logistics, Munich
pollutants. The inefficient situation in which multiple vehicles that are not fully loaded are
2.4
Electrification of the Municipal Fleet & Promotion of Electro-mobility, Turku
sent separately on similar routes by different suppliers to transport goods to a destination
2.5is shown
Developing
in Figurethe
3. Clean Vehicle Portal, Stockholm

11

3

From ECCENTRIC cities to replication in other places

22

Drivers

22

Barriers

24

Success factors in testing EVs

26

4
5
6

7
9
15
17
20

Ensuring
long-term
– from
pilot to Adapted
full-scale from VCF et al. (2018).
Figure
3: Usual
urban sustainability
freight transport
Source:

27

Foreseeable impacts
Therefore, the consolidation schemes in urban areas are targets of special interest,
despite the potential extra cost linked to artificial loading and unloading. A 2019
European Environment Agency report, “The first and last mile — the key to sustainable
Policy Recommendations
urban transport”, provides useful information about the challenges related to setting up
sustainable business cases and policies that contribute to the economic sustainability of
the first/last
mile option in freight transport. According to the report, an urban
Conclusions
consolidation centre (UCC) is defined as a logistics facility that is situated in relatively
close proximity to the geographic area that it serves (be that a city centre, an entire town,
or a specific
site, such as a shopping centre complex). Many logistics companies deliver
Sources
goods to the UCC, and from there, deliveries are made to businesses and homes within
that area.

28

11

4

6

29
31

31

Consolidation centres outside the urban area
Figure 4 represents a “standard” scheme of a consolidation process: an urban
consolidation centre in the periphery of the urban area where different providers send
goods, in combination with efficient urban freight vehicles for the last mile. The transport
burden in the urban area significantly reduced as a result of using this approach. This is
the method of measure MAD 7.1, “Consolidation centre with EVs and local
regulations for clean urban freight logistics” (see Figure 5), that was tested in
Madrid. As part of the measure, access regulations for the city centre were also put in
Executive Summary
6
place as a way to cover the extra cost linked to the trans-shipment at the consolidation
centre or micro-hub. Due to fact that it is the most conventional approach to consolidation
it is likely to have high replication potential in other cities, and it is, therefore, 6
1 centres,
Introduction
described with more detail in the chapter 4 of this document.
1.1
Purpose of this document
6
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Figure 4: Urban Consolidation Centre in the periphery. Scheme of measure MAD 7.1
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From ECCENTRIC cities to replication in other places

22

Drivers

22

Barriers

24

Success factors in testing EVs
Figure
5: Consolidation
centre
with
E-freight
vehicles in Madrid
Ensuring
long-term
sustainability
– from
pilot
to full-scale

26

4
5
6

27

impacts configurations of this general scheme. For example, the
ThereForeseeable
can be different
consolidation centre could be designed to provide different goods to a single custumer
with multiple delivery points. This case was analysed in the ECCENTRIC project, as part
Policy
Recommendations
of which
a pre-study
was carried out to outline the potential to consolidate goods
purchased by the City of Stockholm (measure STO 7.2, “Consolidating municipal freight
and excavated materials in Stockholm”). This pre-study outlines a variety of alternatives
Conclusions
and makes
suggestions about the types of activities, product groups, and steps required
to realise consolidation. This pre-study serves as a basis for political decisions about the
future consolidation of municipal goods in Stockholm, but its findings are relevant to other
cities.Sources
The key steps of this study were the analysis of other cities' consolidation centres,
as well as interviews with transportation and city stakeholders and goods distributors.
Finally, it includes a proposal concerning implementation steps for politicians of the City
of Stockholm, the key stakeholders to support the project. Regarding the timeframe, the
implementation of the consolidation centre needs some years.
12

4

28

29
31

31

The feasibility study shows that the City of Stockholm should first implement a more
logistics-oriented procurement, instead of opening a physical consolidation centre.
The other alternative is focused on waste logistics, with material flow in the opposite
direction, avoiding the environmental impact of many trucks transporting waste from civil
works in the inner city. This is the case that was included as an extension of the scope
of measure STO 7.2, to consolidate heavy mass from an excavation in tunneling and
other construction sites using barges instead of trucks, as is shown in Figure 6.
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The transportation of such heavy masses accounts for a large part of heavy goods
vehicle road traffic in Stockholm and is likely to increase soon, as the city metro and
systems will
be expanded.
For this reason, the City of Stockholm was keen to test
2 sewerTesting
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and evaluate the potential of using barges to consolidate heavy masses for trans2.1
Offering EV-test fleets to selected target groups, Stockholm
shipment out of the city.
2.2
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The demonstration resulted in an evaluation of noise impacts from loading uncrushed
2.3
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material to a barge in central Stockholm, a cost-benefit analysis comparing transport by
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barge to transport by truck, and the mapping of potential loading areas in the Stockholm
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The key steps in the implementation were the following:
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•

CollectECCENTRIC
all of the pros and
cons
using barges and
of usingplaces
trucks from one 22
From
cities
toofreplication
in other

location, consulting an inland shipping company and a company expert in
Drivers
22
aggregates.
• Barriers
Get the project owner (who decides which transportation will be used in the end) 24
Success
factors
in testing
26
interested
in doing
this EVs
investigation.

long-term
– from
pilotaggregates
to full-scale onto a barge and noise 27
• Ensuring
Investigate
noisesustainability
impacts from
loading
impacts from
using trucks, through a subcontractor with expertise in acoustics 28
Foreseeable
impacts
that is tasked with conducting the noise tests.
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•
•
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Do a cost-benefit analysis. The Swedish Maritime Administration has provided
Policy
Recommendations
29
information
about costs and regulations on water.
Map potential loading areas in the Stockholm region. The Stockholm Port has
provided information about ports and possible offloading sites.

Conclusions
31
The use of barges will not be able to be fully operational until late 2020, when the project
of extending the underground is advanced. However, waste transport by barge started
in October
2019. (See Figure 6).
Sources
31
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1.1The solution
Purposeisof
this
document
not
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for this project on waste management, in the future it should 6
1.2be available
Target group
for every project that has potential to use barges. The City of Stockholm will 7
use the final report with its results for other projects within the city. The feasibility study
is financed through CIVITAS ECCENTRIC, but the public authorities will finance the
2 actualTesting
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implementation.
theEV-test
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for the
project related to extending the
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Stockholm
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to investigate
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usingofbarges
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2.2underground
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uptake
electricinstead
vehicles,ofMadrid
deeply lightweight
than beforevehicles
was indeed
key challenge.
There
is a general prejudice
2.3more Electric
for car asharing
and logistics,
Munich
against water transportation, with the main reason being that “trucks are more reliable”.
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A huge focus in this action had, therefore, been to convince them that water transport
2.5might Developing
the Clean Vehicle Portal, Stockholm
be more reliable than land transport.
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To facilitate a shift towards using barges instead of trucks, it is important to push for an
early feasibility
study and that decisions
made based onin
facts
ratherplaces
than prejudices.
From ECCENTRIC
cities toarereplication
other
Before implementing a project that involves land transport of heavy masses, it is
Drivers to initially look into the possibility of using waterways, depending on its
recommended
Barriers
location.
If possible, the authorities should then put it as a criterion for implementing the
project.
For example,
Success
factors induring
testingthe
EVsbuilding of the new highway southwest of Stockholm,
the government
of Sweden
imposed –the
decision
the heavy masses had to be
Ensuring long-term
sustainability
from
pilot tothat
full-scale
transported using barges/ships instead of trucks. Within CIVITAS ECCENTRIC, in the
Foreseeable impacts
case concerning the construction of new underground infrastructure in Stockholm, there
were no such requirements and the change was more difficult.
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The results
of the
pilot study show that a switch to waterways transport addresses the 29
Policy
Recommendations
environmental sustainability goals most significantly. The CO2 emissions would be
reduced from 3.7 kg per transported ton on land using trucks, given a loading capacity
Conclusions
of 11 tons
and 30 km trip, to 1.1 kg per transported ton when using waterways, provided 31
that loading capacity is 2000 tons and the receiving port is about 50 km away.
This relates to the fact that more material can be transported on water when using
Sources
31
barges, i.e. two tons per km instead of 0.18 when using trucks on land. The exterior noise
levels would not necessarily be significantly higher than in the normal procedures since
protective material can be used to reduce noise. The costs are not significantly different.
Waterways transport in construction projects can be considered as an alternative
transportation in cities with construction sites near water.
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Consolidation schemes inside the urban area
The CIVITAS ECCENTRIC project has also tested new consolidation schemes that are
different from the ones implemented in Madrid and Stockholm and described in Figures
4 and 6. For example, in Munich, two approaches regarding consolidation inside the
urban area have been the topic of two measures: MUC 7.3, “Sustainable city logistics by
combining electric cargo bike delivery services with a flexible storage system”, and MUC
7.5, “Neighbourhood-oriented concierge system”. The principle of these centres is the
same Executive
as that of centres
outside of the urban area, but these are often smaller and are
Summary
located closer to the end of the supply chain. Those two measures have the added value
of demonstrating the idea of an emission-free last mile delivery by cargo bikes, another
1 of theIntroduction
main urban freight solutions recommended by the EEA Report, “The first and last
The key
1.1mile —
Purpose
of to
thissustainable
document urban transport”. The delivery of goods by (cargo) bikes
great potential
1.2has a Target
group to keep the city accessible for freight transport and to improve road
safety. Compared to ordinary bicycles, cargo bikes have a higher load capacity and
facilitate the bundling of deliveries.
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Figure 8: Consolidation with microdepots in the inner city. Scheme of measure
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Conclusions
Figure 9: Micro depot and cargo bike and concept for micro depots
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Source: Nicholas Duesberg and City of Munich
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Sources
A flexible
storage system serves as an interface where cargo can be handed over from 31
cars to cargo bikes and vice versa. This system developed an innovative concept of
keeping delivery trucks outside the city centre by offering them a storage system where
they can turn over their parcels, at locations close to the inner-city boundaries, to means
of transport that are more suitable for the city centre.
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This served as an opportunity to combine, for the first time in Munich, cargo bike delivery
with a flexible storage system. The first key steps for implementing the measure were to
find a logistics partner for defining the requirements for the successful implementation of
the project and to set the specification of the micro-depot boxes and the corresponding
IT, to find providers of suitable micro-depots through tendering, as well as to pre-test the
micro-depot boxes.
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In July 2017, a first test micro-depot box was installed to the west of the city centre of
Munich. It has been used for pre-testing by the local partner RAPID, which is a courier
service.
In December
2017, the City of Munich issued a tender for four micro-depots,
Executive
Summary
which were installed by March 2018 in the northern, southern, eastern, and western part
of the inner city. One of the main challenges for the reliability of the system was the door1 opening
Introduction
command of the accompanying application, resulting in delays due to poor
it was decided to re-launch the measure by starting a new tender
1.1functioning.
PurposeFinally,
of this document
set of four micro-depots, which ended in March 2019. Meanwhile, a search
1.2for a second
Target group
was done for other CEP companies with cargo bike schemes or interest in it that were
willing to use the first set of micro-depots. After the second tender, four new micro-depots
installed. As
a result, ain
total
set of eight properly working storage boxes were put
2 were Testing
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up in Munich in five different locations. In July 2019, RAPID started to use the micro2.1depots
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for theirEV-test
operations
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Furthermore,
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model
and Portal,
contractual
partnerships, the City of Munich rents the
eight micro-depots and provides the public space where the micro-depots are standing
on. The rent is financed by CIVITAS ECCENTRIC, and the cost of the public space is
by the
City of Munich.cities
If the measure
works well, in
there
are plans
to continue it
3 covered
From
ECCENTRIC
to replication
other
places
through municipal funding or by shifting it to private ground and funding it by the delivery
Drivers
companies (or a mix of both). However, more information and monitoring is needed about
Barriers
how the
boxes were used, e.g. how many parcels were stored with each opening or how
factors in testing EVs
trucksSuccess
were substituted.
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Ensuring long-term sustainability – from pilot to full-scale
For replication, the storage box system is quite simple and easy to use and could be of
Foreseeable
impacts
interest
among courier
and parcel service companies. However, it is recommended to
organise comprehensive stakeholder workshops to define the needs and the design of
micro-depots, and to identify the potential key challenges as well as the branch-specific
Policy Recommendations
characteristics
of the key stakeholders. For example, the acceptance of the measure
among courier drivers that are self-employed could be lower than expected due to the
impact on the pricing scheme. Moreover, functioning hardware and software as well as
Conclusions
a good problem solving/service providing company are crucial. If more focus is put on
the user of the system when planning the replication of the measure, there might be a
positive impact on the emissions, space use, and efficiency of the logistic operations in
Sources
a city. Along with the use of micro-depots by one or multiple suppliers within their supply
chain, another set of consolidation solutions could be implemented for the final step of
the delivery process, when the final consumer comes into play. Automated parcel lockers
or proximity delivery points are examples of very small consolidation centres that make
it unnecessary for the courier to make final deliveries to the customer's front door.
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The recipient can/has to pick up their parcel and even return it if necessary, with the
flexibility of the delivery and collection time windows, this means that the courier can
significantly rationalise the trip so the cost and environmental burden are significantly
reduced.

In the framework of the CIVITAS ECCENTRIC project, an innovative scheme for the final
Table
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step in the of
delivery
process was tested in measure MUC 7.5, “Neighbourhood-oriented

1

concierge system”. With the concierge service, goods and parcel deliveries to Munich’s
Domagpark district (largely residential) are bundled centrally, and residents are able to
pick up delivered goods at the concierge, or even get their goods delivered by the local
Executive Summary
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concierge with an eco-friendly, electric cargo bike. The same service can be offered to
post goods/parcels. Figures 10 and 11 represent the scheme and the main elements of
the measure.
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Figure 11: Cargo-bike and store counter at Domagkpark Concierge
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The key steps taken, from the drawing board to actual implementation, are the following:
• Development of the business and operational concept;
•

Identification of well-located business premises with service space/rooms and
contract agreement for shop premises made with the shopkeeper;

• Identification of potential logistic and parcel delivery service companies and the
Table
of Contents
setting up of an official partnership with them;
•

Development of a product marketing concept;

•

1
1.1
1.2

Integration of other neighbourhood- and community-related business services
(laundry, shoe
services, handicraft services, and facility management);
Executive
Summary
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• Development of a parcel monitoring system and test operation for last-mile
delivery service;
Introduction
6
• Further extension of other neighbourhood- and community-related business
Purpose of this document
6
services (for example, energy management advisory); and
Target group
7
• Soft launch as a test-phase.

It is important to find synergies with other activities and measures occurring in the area.
this case, other CIVITAS ECCENTRIC measures that were implemented in the Living
2 In
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Lab have been integrated in the scheme. For example, the concierge is advertised on
portal fleets
(Measure
MUC target
2.7), there
is cooperation
2.1the community
Offering EV-test
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groups,
Stockholm to include the mobility
app
–
“Luftlotse”
–
and
a
mobility
consultancy
and
training
forofservices
and vehicles
of
2.2
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Madrid
in the
Living for
Labcar
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MUC
3.7 andMunich
MUC 5.9), and there are
2.3the mobility
Electricstations
lightweight
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sharing and
logistics,
plans to take advantage of the findings from measures MUC 6.3, “Electric lightweight
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vehicles – One for all”, and MUC 5.6, “Development of an e-bike sharing scheme”.
2.5
Developing the Clean Vehicle Portal, Stockholm
One of the main issues related to the concierge has been a lack of profit and financial
losses in relation to the parcel delivery service, despite the financial support of the
CIVITAS ECCENTRIC project (70%) for the planning and implementation phase every
3 parcelFrom
ECCENTRIC
cities
replication
in project,
other offering
placesadditional
handled.
The business case
has to
been
revised along the
services
to be economically viable. The main outcomes for replicability of similar
Drivers
schemes
could be summarised in the following requirements and key success factors to
Barriers
achieve a sustainable business model:
Success factors in testing EVs
• A well-founded and ongoing communication campaign that targets all residents
Ensuring long-term sustainability – from pilot to full-scale
in the area is needed to raise awareness and acceptance. A new approach
Foreseeable
impacts
towards end
customer interests and consumption behaviours is a long way away.
Residents and businesses must be made aware that they can directly influence
the quality of their environment through their behavior;
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Policy
Recommendations
A trustful
cooperation with the parcel

delivery companies, with participation 29
agreements to secure basic financing. Negotiations with delivery service
providers are a basic requirement;
Conclusions
31
• An efficient service partner offering secondary services;
•

•

Shop premises that are suitably located and big enough for the integrated
services of the concierge concept;
Sources
31
• Political and administrative support is crucial to set frame conditions and enabling
regulations that make the last mile services provided through a concierge
attractive or even obligatory for the parcel delivery companies. The important
social value of a concierge system for a neighbourhood should be recognised by
policy makers.
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1.3.

Drivers and barriers of Off-peak deliveries

Off-peak delivery is one of the recognised policy options in urban contexts to mitigate
the impact of the logistics sector, decreasing congestion and emissions and improving
the efficiency of the supply chain.
Municipalities can set out time-based access restrictions/time windows, with periods of
the day during which delivery vehicles are not allowed to enter certain areas of a city.
Time windows can support local freight policies to better organise urban traffic flows by
banning
freight vehicles
during specific hours.
Executive
Summary
Together with restrictions during peak hours, another strategy is based on extending the
allowed period for delivery. In this respect, night-time deliveries with silent vehicles offer
1 the opportunity
Introduction
to reduce traffic congestion during the day without causing nuisance to
duringofnight
hours. The critical process of regulating night-time deliveries to
1.1citizens
Purpose
this document
to a compromise
between increasing supply efficiency and avoiding unacceptable
1.2come Target
group
noise impact has been the objective of ECCENTRIC measure STO 7.4, “Night-time
deliveries using clean and silent vehicles”, that was carried out in Stockholm.
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Following
a previous pilot project on night delivery, the City of Stockholm wants to
Drivers
expand
the project with one plug-in electric lorry. The measure aims to investigate the
Barriers
effects of goods delivery during night-time versus daytime and the implications and
Success factors in testing EVs
regulatory requirements of lifting the ban on night deliveries. Depending on the outcome,
Ensuring long-term sustainability – from pilot to full-scale
the measure could be upscaled to a city-wide night delivery scheme that includes
Foreseeable
delivery
with silentimpacts
heavy lorries. In the long term, this could reduce congestion and noise
and improve transport efficiency within the city.
The measure is an expansion of the existing off-peak delivery scheme, which will
Policy
Recommendations
contribute
to the
process of developing a modified regulation for night deliveries. This
will provide more data on noise and transport efficiency. The City of Stockholm’s
regulation currently bans heavy lorries between 22:00 and 6:00 due to noise, a regulation
Conclusions
which could be adapted as a result of this measure.
The key steps that have been taken, from the drawing board to actual implementation
(night deliveries finally started on 13 January 2019), are the following:
Sources
• Design of a procurement and evaluation process by the City of Stockholm and
KTH;

5
6

•

Procurement of a consortium consisting of a vehicle manufacturer (Scania), a
transport company (Havi logistics), and a delivery assignment (McDonald’s),
done by the City of Stockholm and KTH;
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•

Procurement related to the evaluation of transport efficiency;

•

Inspection of delivery sights and change of parking regulations to fit night-time
unloading. This included all involved partners;

•

Route planning for the night permit, implemented by the City of Stockholm and
Havi;
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• Noise measurement and evaluation of noise generated by the vehicle and
loading/unloading in comparison to background noise at different delivery
locations; and

•
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Taking part throughout
the detailed technical development process of the vehicle

6

– this was led by Scania.
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An added
value of the measure has been the potential for inverse logistics. During the
Introduction
timeline,
a recycling
company – Ragn-Sells – showed interest in introducing a
1.1project
Purpose
of this
document
night-time waste collection transport scheme. Since an electric engine is not suitable for
1.2
Target group
lifting heavy waste compressors onto the trucks, a biogas truck was ordered by RagnSells. The loading of the compressors is done in off-street underground facilities in
buildings and noise is, therefore, not an issue in this case. Transport
2 commercial
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efficiency and emissions were evaluated within CIVITAS ECCENTRIC.
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Charging has been made possible at one restaurant with an off-street loading zone and
2.2at theTest
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uptakeisofnecessary
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transport
operator’s
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2.5areas.Developing
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geofencing for a more well-functioning transport system.
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The different agreements and contractual partnerships to define business model are a
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ECCENTRIC
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to replication
in can
other
places
key issue
in this
measure. The City
of Stockholm
decides who
perform
night delivery
with heavy vehicles. The PHEV is owned by Scania and Havi, and the biogas truck is
Drivers
owned by Ragn-Sells. The procurement of the transport assignment consortium led to a
Barriers
formal agreement between KTH and Scania regulating the economic contribution for the
Success of
factors
in testing
development
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usedEVs
in the measure. The development of the PHEV, including
Ensuring
long-term
sustainability
– from
pilot to full-scale
the charging infrastructure, were partially
EU-funded.
The transport assignment is a
Foreseeable
impacts between Havi and McDonald’s. Waste collection is part of
regular
business agreement
Ragn-Sells’ ordinary business agreements.
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Bringing different perspectives together at an early stage to predict challenges and
Policy Recommendations
29
obstacles was a successful part of the planning. A group of representatives from all
parties went to visit all restaurants and inspect the loading zones early on in the planning
phase.
In this process, the city identified necessary changes in the loading zone 31
Conclusions
regulations and design which could be dealt with directly. The project team also
inspected the different sites in order to identify suitable locations for charging
infrastructure.
Sources
31
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Figure 13: Night delivery with PHEV lorry in Stockholm
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1.1
Purpose of this document
6
The main results of the measure implementation indicate that the transport efficiency
1.2
Target group
7
evaluations compared off-peak travel time to peak travel time. Both evaluations indicate
a saving of roughly 30% shorter travel time during the off-peak hours, while no
complaints from residents were registered by neither the city nor McDonald’s or Ragn2 Sells.Testing vehicles in ECCENTRIC
7
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delivery levels
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2.5actualDeveloping
the Clean
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background noise level, measured at a façade some five meters from the source, during
noisy segments of the night and at a noisy location in the city. Unless the equipment in
stageECCENTRIC
of the delivery is
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(to be more silent),
night-time
deliveries are
3 the final
From
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more suitable for the areas of the city where background noise levels are already
Drivers
elevated,
such as main streets.
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Recommendations for replicability are summarised within the following topics:
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• Success
Bring all
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at an early stage to include different perspectives 26
in the planning
and
better predict
challenges
necessary tasks.
Ensuring
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sustainability
– from
pilot toand
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27
• Foreseeable
Make sureimpacts
to plan enough time for different procurement steps and contractual 28
partnerships. Technical difficulties in the delivery of suitable trucks (e.g. PHEV)
could delay the process.
Recommendations
• Policy
Preliminary
results of the noise research that was performed shows that added 29
delivery noise can be detected even in busy streets with a high level of
background noise. This indicates that further studies and tests must be made to
Conclusions
31
gain knowledge on how to reduce delivery noise before scaling up night deliveries
on a larger scale.
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1.4.

Example measures

Measure MAD 7.1 Consolidation centre with EVs and local regulations for
clean urban freight logistics
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The measure carried out in Madrid aims at creating a freight consolidation centre. This
will develop a more efficient goods distribution scheme through a consolidation platform
using electric vehicles for last mile delivery. It will, furthermore, analyse how authorities
Executive Summary
can use innovative, policy tools to change the socio-economic framework so that it takes
better account of societal costs and value creation. The consolidation scheme is shown
4. The challenge addressed is the intense goods distribution flow in Madrid city
1 in Figure
Introduction
centre. This activity represents a relevant emissions rate within the transport sector (14%
1.1
Purpose of this document
of nitrogen oxides) and causes congestion or illegal parking, or is a nuisance to
1.2
Target group
neighbors. Currently, a lot of these travels are done by heavy and inefficient pollutant
vehicles. Mobility regulations tend to constrain while addressing a more sustainable
model. The measure proposes a specific solution that contributes to a sustainable
2 mobility
Testing
vehicles in ECCENTRIC
scenario for urban freight distribution. Through the consolidation centre, it is
to develop
new scheme
to improve
the efficiency
of trips and to facilitate the
2.1possible
Offering
EV-testa fleets
to selected
target groups,
Stockholm
clean
vehicles.
The results
of campaigns
the measure
how
these kinds
of facilities
2.2use ofTest
fleets,
policy incentives
and
forwill
theshow
uptake
of electric
vehicles,
Madrid
can improve supply systems and give some clues as to how to replicate them in other
2.3
Electric lightweight vehicles for car sharing and logistics, Munich
parts of the city.
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Figure 14: Urban freight in Madrid city centre
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Implementation

The CIVITAS
ECCENTRIC partner, FM Logistics, is a a logistic operator. It has 31
Conclusions
implemented and is managing an urban consolidation centre for last mile distribution,
operated using clean vehicles. The city of Madrid cooperates with the logistic operator in
carrying
out studies, following the indicators, and taking advantage of the experience to 31
Sources
get knowledge and address enabling regulations; in doing so, it seeks to give a
competitive advantage to environmentally-friendly delivery vehicles and methods, such
as time-based access restrictions and access rules in the ongoing design of Madrid
Central (LEZ).

22
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The measure relates to the MAD 7.6 since the centre will be used as a platform to operate
with the prototype, a 100% electric truck, that is developed in that measure.
The preconditions to implement the measure include:
•

Technology, the availability of reliable clean vehicles adapted to the service and
that are economically affordable;

•

The availability of facilities, that are located in the right place and are
economically suitable; and
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• Customers demanding a sustainable service;
•
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Mobility regulations
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the improvement of supply chains and fleet 6

renovation.
step was to carry out a study to deepen the understanding of the urban logistics
1 The initial
Introduction
sector in Madrid and the stakeholders involved. The logistic operator, FML, developed
1.1
Purpose of this document
its business plan, selected the facility to establish the consolidation centre, leased it, and
1.2adapted
Target
it togroup
the service. The next steps involved the exploitation of the centre and the
monitoring of a case study to compare different scenarios.
Some changes were made that deviated from the original plans. For example, the
2 measure
Testing
vehicles
in the
ECCENTRIC
originally
planned for
option of operating with EVs. However, in the end,
vans were
used,
although
the facility
adapted
to operate with vehicles using
2.1hybridOffering
EV-test
fleets
to selected
targetwas
groups,
Stockholm
electric chargers. The reason for this was that the operative was working with hybrids
2.2
Test fleets, policy incentives and campaigns for the uptake of electric vehicles, Madrid
and this was taken as the business-as-usual scenario.
2.3
Electric lightweight vehicles for car sharing and logistics, Munich
in the implementation
of the
truck prototype
(measure Turku
MAD 7.6) also
2.4The delay
Electrification
of the Municipal
Fleetelectric
& Promotion
of Electro-mobility,
affected the original plans and the prototype began to operate only during the last stage
2.5
Developing the Clean Vehicle Portal, Stockholm
of the CIVITAS ECCENTRIC project. Nevertheless, some electric vehicles are also
operating from the centre using the facility. The original location chosen for the centre
changed due to the size of the first option and the economic conditions. The other
3 was
From ECCENTRIC cities to replication in other places
facility that was ultimately selected was located near another logistic centre, which
Drivers
allowed
for the improvement of certain movements.

4
5
6

Barriers
The stakeholders
that were involved in the implementation of the measure were: FM
Success
factors in testing
Logistic,
as manager
of the EVs
consolidation centre; the city of Madrid, with several
departments
in sustainability
different actions
(conducting
a city freight study, following the
Ensuringinvolved
long-term
– from
pilot to full-scale
measure,
making punctual
Foreseeable
impacts controls related to activity nuisance, connecting with mobility
regulations); and the Polytechnic University of Madrid for evaluation and advisory. End
customers (e.g. Sephora stores), although they are not project partners, also have an
important
role Recommendations
in the scheme as reference customers for carrying out the case study,
Policy
demanding a 100% sustainable service.
The measure focuses mainly on infrastructure since it requires a facility for the
Conclusions
consolidation
centre, as well as charging points for the electric vans and truck that are
deployed from it. Project funds have been allocated to lease the centre and hire the
human resources for logistics management. The complementary infrastructure, such as
Sources
charging
points and the auxiliary equipment, have also been partially funded.
Logistics organisation has required the knowledge of expert personnel and, additionally,
some surveys have been conducted to deepen the understanding of goods distribution
activity in the city. The logistics operator developed a business plan to define the
operative.
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Several dissemination and communication actions have been conducted:
•

References on the CIVITAS ECCENTRIC project website.

•

News in papers and specialised journals; IBERIA.es, El Mundo Financiero.com,
EcoSectores, NexoLog.com, Manutencion and Almacenaje, City Login, Logística
y´Transporte.es, etc.
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•

•

1

Dissemination videos online; an interview showing the consolidaton centre and
the logistics system was recorded and was published on the internet:
https://citylogin.es/madrid-se-lanza-a-la-distribucion-sostenible/
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TwE7kd8ndmPNLc-1jme9lzIyIeBBKvgn/view

6

Workshops as well as national and international events: VEM, Intelligent Cities, etc.
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Figure 15:
Logistic
operations
in Madrid of
consolidation
centre
2.5
Developing the Clean Vehicle Portal, Stockholm
The measure has been used to analyse and shape potential innovative policy and
regulation tools in Madrid regarding public-private partnerships for consolidation centres
and mobility regulations to foster clean freight fleets. The creation of the low-emission
3 zone From
ECCENTRIC cities to replication in other places
– “Madrid Central” – and the consequent access restrictions for conventional
vehicles
encourage operators to develop other logistics systems that involve clean fleets.
Drivers

17
20

22
22

Barriers and the affordability of clean and zero-emission vehicles is another 24
The readiness
Success
factors
in testing sustainability
EVs
important
factor
of economic
to consider as the accessibility to vehicles 26
that tailor
to
the
operative
of
distributions
foster
thistochange
to sustainable models.
Ensuring long-term sustainability – from pilot
full-scale
27

4
5
6

Foreseeable
Finally,
other typesimpacts
of measures that trigger the evolution to clean models are those that 28
focus on raising the awareness of clients and customers who valuate and demand a
sustainable process.
Policy Recommendations
29
The implementation timeframe spanned 48 months and this period was comprised of the
following stages:
• Conclusions
Research and planning: six months. Freight distributions surveys, business 31
model definition, and location studies.
•

Procurement and implementation: 12 months. Leasing a consolidation centre,
deployment of electric charging stations, consolidation centre opening, starting 31
Sources
of logistics operations.

•

Exploitation: ongoing action. Logistics operations and management, start
prototype vehicle operations.

•

Monitoring: 12 months. Data collection and evaluation of indicators.
24
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Business model and contractual partnerships
On the one hand, the measure owner is the logistics operator, FM Logistic, which is also
a partner in CIVITAS ECCENTRIC. Through the measure, the operator can offer a
sustainable service to customers and comply with city regulations to keep routes in
restricted areas. On the other hand, the city fosters sustainable model distribution that
provide environmental and mobility benefits compared to conventional ones. Therefore,
the city and the logistics operator have collaborated within the framework of the measure.
The municipality
offered information and support and the private partner has
Executivehas
Summary
implemented the measure.
The measure has been mainly financed by the private partner (16% public / 84% private),
1 whichIntroduction
had the economic support from the CIVITAS ECCENTRIC project, with a total
of 603.682
(consolidation centre in operation for 4 years). The consolidation
1.1budget
Purpose
of this€ document
was leased
1.2centreTarget
group by the operator (no additional local public concession or support for
this element of the measure). After the project ends, there are plans to continue with the
hub activity. The economic sustainability depends on operational costs and the existence
are willingintoECCENTRIC
assume the extra cost currently linked to the model.
2 of customers
Testingthat
vehicles
However, this extra cost is foreseen to decrease with the rise in the number of customers,
2.1the association
Offering EV-test
fleets
to selected
target
Stockholm
of other
services
to the
hub,groups,
the reduction
in vehicle prices, and the
2.2foreseen
Test implementation
fleets, policy incentives
andenvironmental
campaigns forregulation.
the uptake of electric vehicles, Madrid
of stricter

11

2.3Critical
Electric
lightweight
vehicles
for car
sharing and logistics, Munich
challenges
and
success
factors

15
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2.4
Electrification of the Municipal Fleet & Promotion of Electro-mobility, Turku
To encourage the shift towards this freight distribution model, which has a significant
2.5
Developing the Clean Vehicle Portal, Stockholm
impact in the city, several barriers must be overcome. The cost of this alternative model
is a little bit higher when compared to the conventional ones. This condition reduces the
competitiveness and, therefore, the attractiveness of the model for private operators. The
3 reduction
From
ECCENTRIC
cities
to ofreplication
other
of this
cost through the
addition
other servicesin
to the
hubs,places
the reduction in
the price
of
clean
vehicles,
the
increased
demand
of
customers,
and
enabling
mobility
Drivers
regulations
will push operators to integrate these new models.
Barriers
Another sensitive factor is the impact of the hubs on the citizens´ life in neighbourhoods.
Success factors in testing EVs
In this sense, urban planning needs to incorporate this infrastructure in planning
Ensuring long-term sustainability – from pilot to full-scale
processes and make it compatible with other on-street activities. The hub implies intense
impacts
traffic Foreseeable
and its consequences
(noise, pollution, safety impact, etc.) may have a negative
impact on certain neighbourhoods with residential priority.
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The consolidation centres to be deployed in new urban developments should be taken
Policy Recommendations
29
into account during the planning stage, applying strategic land use planning (locations,
dimensions, mobility flows, management, etc.) that integrates logistics as one of the
urbanConclusions
needs and avoids conflicts with residents and other activities. The involvement of 31
stakeholders in the strategic planning of consolidation schemes could be interesting,
since these schemes seem to be the new trend when considering the market for urban
micro-hubs,
collection points, and other logistics solutions.In any case, it is essential to 31
Sources
analyse carefully all of the circumstances before the authorisation of a new consolidation
hub. From the sustainability point of view, according to the monitoring results, the
consolidation centre scheme offers relevant benefits in terms of supply chain efficiency
and environmental impacts. Emissions are significantly reduced, as well as energy
consumption and the number of trips made.
25
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1.5.

Conclusions

Different elements that can be applied to improve the efficiency of supply chains and
reduce the environmental and traffic impact of the last-mile delivery have been identified
and tested in the framework of the CIVITAS ECCENTRIC project:
• Consolidation schemes: from large urban distribution centres in the periphery to
micro-depots and collection points for the final steps of the urban supply chain.
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•

Off-peak deliveries that could significantly cut the delivery times and the
Executive
Summary
6
associated emissions.

•

1
1.1
1.2

Awareness-raising campaigns targeted at final customers to increase sustainable
consumption patterns, bottom-up demand for clean services, and the acceptance
Introduction
6
of pick-up systems.
Purpose of this document
6
• Clean and silent vehicles (see Deliverable 7.5, “Clean Vehicle Technologies”).
Target group
7
• Partnerships and policy tools fostered by public administrations (see Deliverable
7.6, “Innovative policy tools in freight logistics”).

2

The above-mentioned
elements
maximise the benefits when applied in an integrated and
Testing vehicles
in ECCENTRIC
combined manner, as in measures MAD 7.1, “Consolidation centre with EVs and local
2.1
Offering EV-test fleets to selected target groups, Stockholm
regulations for clean urban freight logistics”, MUC 7.3, “Sustainable city logistics by
2.2combining
Test fleets,
policy
incentives
and campaigns
electric system,
vehicles, or
Madrid
electric
cargo
bike delivery
services for
withthe
a uptake
flexibleof
storiage
STO
2.37.4, “Night-time
Electric lightweight
vehicles
for
car
sharing
and
logistics,
Munich
deliveries using clean and silent vehicles.
2.4
Electrification of the Municipal Fleet & Promotion of Electro-mobility, Turku
Regardless of the specific actions that were carried out, the results and lessons learnt in
2.5the CIVITAS
Developing
the Clean project
Vehiclesuggest
Portal, Stockholm
ECCENTRIC
that there are common key aspects that must
be deal with:

3

•

7
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The economic
viabilitycities
of these
options is ofteninchallenging.
Consolidation 22
From
ECCENTRIC
to replication
other places
centres are only viable in niche markets and in areas with a high density of
Drivers
delivery points. Therefore, the costs related to the extra transfer of goods could 22
need specific financing schemes.
Barriers
24

testing involvement
EVs
• Success
Strongfactors
publicinsector
in encouraging efficient and clean freight 26
through
an
enabling
regulatory
framework
(e.g.
access, regulation, incentives, 27
Ensuring long-term sustainability – from pilot to
full-scale
land use, etc.).
Certification programmes that encourage compliance with best 28
Foreseeable
impacts
practises, with benefits for those adhering to the standards, have been found to
be effective in other cases.

4
5
6

•

A strong
engagement of all the stakeholders
Policy
Recommendations

and close cooperation between 29
senders, receivers, carriers, logistics providers, etc. increases the likelihood of
finding solutions for the challenges.
Conclusions
31
• A range of other value-added logistics and retail services can be provided in
consolidation schemes to create a business model that is more feasible, such as
improved return logistics, inventory control, or associated services to citizens.
Sources
31

26
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2. Cluster 2: Clean Vehicle Technologies
When talking about clean freight vehicles, there is a wide scope in terms of size, type,
and traction technology. Considering the type and size of vehicles, different available
clean vehicles (e.g. mopeds, cargo bikes, e-scooters, quadricycles, or light- and heavyduty vehicles) currently play an important role in cutting emissions for the last-mile
delivery. As mentioned in the European Environment Agency report “The first and last
mile — The key to sustainable urban transport”, other innovative vehicles that have not
yet been implemented in a real-life setting, such as as autonomous vehicles, drones,
Executive Summary
6
and robots, could be also considered.
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Within the CIVITAS ECCENTRIC project, the WP7 cluster on “Clean Vehicle
Introduction
Technologies”
targeted heavy-duty vehicles because clean trucks have been considered
1.1as one
Purpose
of
this document
of the unresolved
technological challenges when it comes to achieving low1.2emission
Target
group
urban
freight. When discussing environmentally-friendly freight vehicles, the
European non-binding guidance document on urban logistics states that in “the segment
of heavier vehicles, such as classes N2 and N3, the internal combustion engine vehicles
2 remainTesting
vehicles
in ECCENTRIC
the single
viable solution
as the battery electric vehicles are limited in terms of
load capacity and range”.
2.1
Offering EV-test fleets to selected target groups, Stockholm
Nevertheless,
vehicles
vans for
have
of thevehicles,
demonstration
2.2
Test fleets,other
policylight
incentives
and and
campaigns
thebeen
uptakepart
of electric
Madrid
measures in different work packages and the results included in the corresponding
2.3
Electric lightweight vehicles for car sharing and logistics, Munich
deliverable could provide useful information for other cities interested in replcating these
2.4
Electrification of the Municipal Fleet & Promotion of Electro-mobility, Turku
measures:
2.5
Clean Vehicle
Stockholm
• Developing
MUC 7.3: the
Sustainable
city Portal,
logistics
by combining cargo bike delivery services
with a flexible storage system.

1

3

4

•
•

STO 4.9: Offering test fleet of e-bikes and cargo bikes.

From ECCENTRIC cities to replication in other places

STO 6.1 Offering EV business test fleets to selected target groups.
Drivers
• MUC 6.3 Electric lightweight vehicles – One for all.
Barriers
Regarding technologies, the ones that have been tested for heavy-duty trucks within the
Success factors in testing EVs
scope of WP7 have been the fully electric truck in Madrid, the plug-in hybrid electric
Ensuring
long-term
sustainability
– from pilot to
full-scale
vehicle
in Stockholm,
and
the biomethane-fuelled
vehicle
in Turku. Two of them were
Foreseeable
impacts
included in the cluster on “Clean Vehicle Technologies”, and a third one in the cluster on
“Efficient Supply Chains” in this same work package, due to the combination of night
delivery regulation in Stockholm (Measure STO 7.4: Night-time deliveries using clean
Policy
Recommendations
and silent
vehicles).
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1

Introduction
Figure
16: ECCENTRIC heavy freight vehicles in operation in Madrid, Turku &
1.1
Purpose of this document
Stockholm

6

1.2
Target group
The technologies that were tested are the ones that are on the edge of market maturity,
so they are likely to present better conditions for upscaling and replication. Furthermore,
they are aligned with the concept of Environmentally-Friendly Freight Vehicle that was
2 adopted
Testing
vehicles
ECCENTRIC
in the EC
Study onin
Urban
Logistics – “The Integrated Perspective” (2018) as
to be considered
for thetarget
technological
transition towards the reduction of
2.1the alternative
Offering EV-test
fleets to selected
groups, Stockholm
gaspolicy
emissions
and other
pollutants.for the uptake of electric vehicles, Madrid
2.2greenhouse
Test fleets,
incentives
and campaigns

7

6

7
9
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were specifically
or modified
for the
CIVITAS ECCENTRIC 15
2.3The vehicles
Electric lightweight
vehicles designed
for car sharing
and logistics,
Munich
bearing in mind
they must
operate
in real-life
conditions as part
of the urban 17
2.4project,
Electrification
of thethat
Municipal
Fleet
& Promotion
of Electro-mobility,
Turku
chains. Figure
4 shows
the vehicle
involved in current logistics activities.
2.5supplyDeveloping
the Clean
Vehicle
Portal, Stockholm
20
The information for evaluating the replication potential (i.e. the main drivers and barriers
and policy recommendations that can have a positive impact in the progressive uptake
freight)
is included in clause
for replication
both measures included
in this
cluster. Other 22
3 of clean
From
ECCENTRIC
cities4 to
in other
places
useful information can be found in other ECCENTRIC Replication Package deliverables
Drivers
22
from WP7, WP6, and WP4.
Barriers
24

Success factors in testing EVs
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2.1.
measures
Ensuring Example
long-term sustainability
– from pilot to full-scale

27

Foreseeable
impacts
Measure
MAD 7.6
Prototype for an ultra-low emission cargo vehicle

4
5
6

28

Introduction

Policy Recommendations
29
Within this measure, the Climate Change Department of Madrid City Council cooperated
with a vehicle manufacturer – Avia Ingenieria y Diseño SL (AVIA) – in order to develop
a prototype
of a clean, electric cargo vehicle. The vehicle was adapted to the specific 31
Conclusions
needs of Madrid´s urban freight operators, following the study on freight distribution that
was developed by UPM, the research partner in measure MAD 7.1. The aim is to test
the prototype
under real-life operating conditions to fine-tune its design and performance 31
Sources
as well as to promote the further uptake and commercialisation of the improved vehicle
by other stakeholders. The general objective is to contribute to the reduction of air
pollutants and GHG emissions, since the fleet linked to freight road traffic and last mile
logistics is, after passenger cars, the most pollutant in the city.
28

4

A new sustainable mobility approach has been adopted as part of the Madrid City Council
Agenda. One of the goals included in the Air Quality and Climate Change Plan (Plan A)
and the new Madrid 360º Strategy is to foster new and sustainable patterns for urban
freight distribution. The city plans on realising this goal by paying attention to innovation
in logistic processes within the city (e.g. consolidation centres) and to the renovation of
the freight fleet so that is includes clean vehicles. New regulations on mobility, such as
the new Sustainable Mobility Ordinance, the new zero-emission zone (implementing
access restrictions for freight vehicles, based on weight and environmental
performance), or the On Street Parking Service fare scheme, are aligned with the
Executive
strategic
goals on Summary
urban freight sustainability. All of these policies support private 6
stakeholders in the uptake of clean vehicles.
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Introduction

6

Implementation

1.1
Purpose of this document
The whole implementation process is specifically focused on the design and
1.2
Target group
manufacturing of an electric truck that is suitable for most of the last-mile deliveries
happening within the city. The measure, coordinated by Madrid City Council, is being
by four public and private stakeholders:
2 developed
Testing
vehicles in ECCENTRIC
• AVIA, an engineering company specialised in clean trucks manufacturing;
2.1
EV-test
fleets to selected
Stockholm
• Offering
FM Logistic,
a logistics
operatortarget
with a groups,
big share
of freight deliveries within Madrid
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5

3

4
5
6

7

7
9

Test
fleets,
policy incentives
and campaigns
for the uptake
of electric
vehicles,
Madrid 11
that
is responsible
for testing
the prototype
in real-life
conditions,
providing
deliveries
under the
frameforofcar
thesharing
measure
MAD
7.1, “Consolidation
centre with 15
Electric
lightweight
vehicles
and
logistics,
Munich
EVs and local
regulations
forFleet
clean
freight
Electrification
of the
Municipal
& urban
Promotion
of logistics”;
Electro-mobility, Turku
17
• Developing
Madrid Polytechnic
University
(UPM),
a
public
research
institution
specialised
in
the Clean Vehicle Portal, Stockholm
20
air quality and modeling the impact of traffic on air quality in Madrid;

• Madrid City Council, Energy and Climate Change Service.
The time
frame
of the measure
followed
the four stages
planned:places
Research and
From
ECCENTRIC
cities
to replication
in other
Planning, Procurement and Implementation, Demonstration and Monitoring, and
Drivers
Conclusions and Recommendations. The actions taken during the development of the
Barriers
measure
are described below:
Success factors in testing EVs
Planning and research
Ensuring long-term sustainability – from pilot to full-scale
An analysis
of the impacts
‘Study on freight distribution in Madrid’ (in cooperation with MAD 7.1)
Foreseeable
was conducted by UPM, focusing on existing freight distribution models in the city and
the most common vehicle typologies used in every distribution model. The aim was to
identify freight vehicle typologies that are not offered by car manufacturers. The UPM
Policy Recommendations
study and analysis included a survey focused on freight operators and vehicle typologies
and perspectives on clean vehicle use. The analysis included traffic regulations, traffic
restrictions,
municipal plans on freight, in order to evaluate the best technological
Conclusions
solution.
The factors that were taken into account for the design of the prototype are the following:
AVIA Sources
Ingenieria has their own workshops and a team specialised in designing,
retrofitting, and manufacturing clean vehicles; the electric truck prototype was designed
and manufactured according to European regulations on the technical type-approval of
motor vehicles and batteries; Madrid municipal regulations on traffic access for freight
vehicles, based on weight as well as pollutant and GHG emissions, were considered in
the design phase.
29
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It is important to remark that there has been a particularly important change in the design
phase. The initial plan was to design and manufacture a hybrid truck powered by
electricity and compressed natural gas (CNG). During the first stages of the project, all
partners involved took the decision to manufacture an electric prototype, instead; this
was due to several factors (new regulations on freight urban traffic, innovative approach,
reduction in the price of the electric components of the vehicle, etc.).
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Procurement and implementation

This phase consisted of several important steps:
•

1.1

•

1.2
•

2
2.1

•

2.2
2.4
2.5

5
6

Introduction

6
Definition of the main features of the engine and energy storage system, based
Purpose of this document
6
on a previous analysis of geographic conditions of the working area of the
Target
group
vehicles
(maximum slope, etc.) and an analysis of freight operator needs (electric 7
range) using a data logger system in freight vehicles that were already in use.

Design phase: design and integration of components in the chosen chassis.
Testing
vehicles in ECCENTRIC

7
Procurement and vehicle assembly: a new, 12-ton chassis provided by a popular
Offering
EV-test fleets to
selected
targetbygroups,
truck manufacturer
was
procured
AVIA Stockholm
Ingeniería. In parallel, the most 9
important
elements
for the
of the
theuptake
truck (e.g.
the battery
train
and
Test
fleets, policy
incentives
andelectrification
campaigns for
of electric
vehicles,
Madrid
the electric
engine)
were procured
and assembled.
TheMunich
truck was assembled by
Electric
lightweight
vehicles
for car sharing
and logistics,
the
third
quarter
of
2019,
after
several
problems
regarding
technical
issues in the
Electrification of the Municipal Fleet & Promotion of Electro-mobility,
Turku
manufacturing process and delays in the supply of electric components were
Developing the Clean Vehicle Portal, Stockholm
solved. As part of the procurement and assembly process, it is important to
highlight that FM Logistic provided the cargo box of the prototype, considering
their final customers’ needs.

2.3

4

•
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By December 2019, the vehicle was running. Once the functional safety test was
Drivers
finished, it was necessary to get all of the administrative permits, according to
Barriers
European regulations on vehicle harmonisation and national regulations on
freightfactors
transport,
needed
for the electric truck prototype to be used for the delivery
Success
in testing
EVs
of goods.
Ensuring
long-term sustainability – from pilot to full-scale

11
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• Foreseeable
A trial and impacts
durability test has been carried out before starting the demonstration 28
phase. The idea of this test was to have initial data regarding the vehicle’s
performance, prior to testing it on the street under real operational conditions.
Following
the completion of this work in March 2020, the vehicle is ready to be 29
Policy
Recommendations
tested under real-life conditions.
SomeConclusions
of the main features of the vehicle are:
•

Range: 80 km

•

Maximum speed: 90 km/h

31

• Sources
Maximum weight: 12 tons, with an estimated load capacity over eight tons.
The electric truck prototype will mainly be recharged at the FM Logistic warehouse
using a standard wall box charger (16A 3 phase) and will include standard connectors
to take advantage of public charging networks.

30
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6

of the previous phase, the main characteristics of the vehicle (size, load capacity,
gross vehicle weight, low-emission technology) were set.

1

3
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Definition of main
characteristics of the electric vehicle: following the conclusions
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Figure 17: Bodybuilding and main components of the electric truck prototype
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1.1The most
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of thisworks
document
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important
during this phase are:
1.2
group of the performance of the electric vehicle under real-life conditions. 7
• Target
Evaluation
The vehicle is going to be tested by FM Logistic under real conditions using the
consolidation centre that was designed for the measure MAD 7.1.
2
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Figure 18: ECCENTRIC electric truck prototype running on the road
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Communication and exploitation

The communication strategy, focusing on future marketability and upscaling, started in
Conclusions
June 2019,
once the prototype was assembled and operational. Although it was still not 31
officially allowed to be used on the road at that point, the prototype was launched at the
Electric Vehicle Show in Madrid (VEM 2019) and the National Workshop associated with
Sources
this event,
with the presence of the Environment and Mobility Councillor of Madrid City 31
Council.

31
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Figure 19: Dissemination activities for marketability and upscaling
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After finishing
the previous phase, the strategy of communication was focused on these 6
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group
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•

2

Definition of a business case for clear urban deliveries with other logistic
operators working in Madrid. Upscaling with different potential customers.
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Business model and contractual partnerships

2.1
Offering EV-test fleets to selected target groups, Stockholm
The 12-ton electric truck is owned by AVIA Ingeniería, the engineering company in
2.2
Test fleets, policy incentives and campaigns for the uptake of electric vehicles, Madrid
charge of the design and manufacturing of the vehicle. The prototype is going to be
2.3testedElectric
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car sharing
and logistics, Munich
by FMlightweight
Logistic, under
theirfor
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brand, “CITYLOGin”.
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is Stockholm
focused on the improvement of FM Logistic’s
last-mile operations within the city. AVIA Ingeniería and FM Logistic have signed a
leasing contract that enables FM Logistic (CITYLOGin) to use the prototype daily as a
vehicleECCENTRIC
of their freight fleet.
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through
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Success
factors supported
in testing EVs
Madrid
City Council
AVIA Ingeniería in the planning and design phase. They 26
long-term
sustainability
from
pilot toon
full-scale
did soEnsuring
by conducting
previous
studies –that
focused
the analysis of the freight sector 27
of theForeseeable
city and by impacts
coordinating the research (‘Survey among city freight operators’) that 28
was developed by Polytechnic University of Madrid (UPM), with the goal of identifying
clean vehicle typologies that are not offered by vehicle manufacturers.
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29
Madrid City Council also supported the procurement and implementation stage by
assuming part of the cost of the administrative authorisation, according to European
regulations
on new vehicles commercialisation, required to get the Circulation Permit. 31
Conclusions
In the communication and exploitation phase, the City Council supported AVIA Ingeniería
by offering them the possibility to present their work at city-hosted events, such as
Sources
Madrid´s
electric vehicle exhibition (VEM, 2018 and 2019 edition) and in technical 31
workshops on urban sustainable mobility.
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Critical challenges and success factors
At the beginning of the project, three critical issues were identified that needed to be
solved, as they would have had a big influence on the implementation and replicability
of the measure. These three issues are: (1) vehicle configuration, (2) vehicle application,
and (3) vehicle base for the prototype.
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Initially defined back in 2015, the project was proposed to the EU as one concerning an
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“ultra-low emission vehicle”. This could cover the several configurations of hybrid
transmissions that the industry was developing at that moment, considering a range from
to full hybrids, and from parallel configuration to the serial one. Therefore,
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document
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1.2
Target group
technologies, and the advancement made with regard to battery storage for vehicle
traction, the decision was to consider a fully electric vehicle as the final solution for this
of vehicle inside the city. Clearly, the “ultra-low“ emission vehicle in 2020 was a pure
2 kind
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electric one, taking the challenge further to a “zero” emission vehicle.
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2 – Vehicle application.
2.2
Test fleets, policy incentives and campaigns for the uptake of electric vehicles, Madrid
It is essential to define the main purpose of city logistics, considering the different
2.3
Electric lightweight vehicles for car sharing and logistics, Munich
parameters involved when it comes to the possibilities for such a vehicle. In this case, it
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2.5ruled Developing
the
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out because, despite their large size and, therefore, potential to influence
emissions, their number is very small and their use is very restricted. Vans below 3.5
tons are a very specific market and there were already commercially available options
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Finally,
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their various applications constituted a need, which the market was failing to meet by not
Drivers
providing suitable products. A survey was conducted among the different companies that
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operate these types of vehicles in the city of Madrid, thus obtaining a target configuration
Success
factors
in testing
in terms
of load
capacity,
size, EVs
and range.
Ensuring long-term sustainability – from pilot to full-scale
3 - Vehicle base for the prototype.
Foreseeable impacts
Choosing the starting frame vehicle for the prototype was also an important decision.
The possibility of manufacturing a complete vehicle was ruled out from the beginning,
it had already
been proven in other projects carried out by AVIA Ingeniería that this
4 since Policy
Recommendations
was economically unfeasible for small productions. It was then decided to transform an
existing vehicle, using a new vehicle as a base. Despite the higher initial costs and more
5 difficultConclusions
administrative process related to type approval, starting with a new vehicle
chassis allows for the development of a competitive product and lowered the subsequent
manufacturing costs in a possible short series.
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Lessons learnt from implementation/replicability
There are some gaps in terms of legislation regarding electric commercial vehicles and
their specific needs. Some of them relate to the local regulations for driving and business
models. In the case of Spain, there are problems with regulations related to the
commercial operation of vehicles for delivery, because a specific “transport
authorisation” is required for this type of business and the application of a prototype
vehicle for this is still not considered in the regulation. This causes some delays in getting
all of the required permissions to operate the electric vehicle prototype and get real data.
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2.1

Offering EV-test fleets to selected target groups, Stockholm
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2.2
Test fleets, policy incentives and campaigns for the uptake of electric vehicles, Madrid
The city of Turku, with the cooperation of Gasum Ltd., aims at promoting the use of
2.3
Electric lightweight vehicles for car sharing and logistics, Munich
biogas for heavy-duty freight vehicles. The strategic framework involves the
2.4implementation
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of aofnetwork
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2.5promote
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liquefied biogas (LBG) especially for cargo companies. The implementation of
the CIVITAS ECCENTRIC measure has allowed for the testing of the first heavy-duty
freight vehicles using LBG as an energy source under real-life conditions. By using
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in other
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currentplaces
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Gasum
Ltd. replaced two diesel trucks with two LBG trucks and has used them in the
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company’s
waste
and organic
fertiliser logistics. One LBG truck (Scania) runs
Successown
factors
in testing
EVs
between the Turku Wastewater Treatment Plant and Gasum’s biogas production plant,
Ensuring long-term sustainability – from pilot to full-scale
transporting sludge that will be processed to biogas. The other truck (Iveco) delivers
Foreseeable impacts
nutrient-rich residue from the biogas plant to local farmers.
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Implementation

Policy Recommendations

This measure has largely proceeded according to initial plans. The measure was well
pre-planned and hence the procurement process started early on in the project.
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Conclusions
Research
and planning

6

The research and planning phase of this measure commenced in September 2016 and
was completed in April 2017. The phase included the following activities:
Sources
31
• The preparation of the procurement documentation for the trucks by Gasum Ltd.
The city of Turku prepared the tender documentation for the gas vehicles.
•

31

Market discussions were conducted with stakeholders and truck vendors.

34
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Procurement and implementation
The procurement was completed in August 2017. The first step was to secure LBG
distribution for the trucks. This was done by opening a public filling station in Turku that
supplies both compressed biomethane gas (CBG) and LBG, thus enabling the initial
growth of the number of biogas vehicles in the Turku area. This station was not a part
of the CIVITAS ECCENTRIC project and would have been opened regardless.
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The phase included the following activities:
•
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Gasum Ltd. evaluated the tenders and did some tests, after which the truck
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providers were
chosen in August 2017. The choice was made to go with a Scania
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LBG truck and Iveco LBG/CBG-hybrid truck. Both trucks have less horsepower
than the diesel versions that they replaced, and they are two-axis models instead 6
Introduction
of three-axis. This is because, at the time of the procurement, there were no highPurpose of this document
6
power three-axis LBG trucks available on the market.
Target group
7
• The city of Turku issued a tender for four gas vehicles, one to be used by the
environmental department and three by the social department.
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Ensuring long-term
sustainability – from pilot to full-scale
Demonstration
and monitoring
Foreseeable impacts
The demonstration and monitoring phase started in September 2017. As explained
earlier, one LBG truck (Scania) started operating on a route between the Turku
Wastewater Treatment Plant and Gasum’s biogas production plant, transporting sludge
Policy Recommendations
that is processed to biogas. The other truck (Iveco) started delivering nutrient-rich waste
from the biogas plant to local farmers. However, once the weather conditions worsened
with the
arrival of Winter, it turned out that the two-axis model was not suitable for the
Conclusions
environment in which the Iveco truck was operating. The route in question has a lot of
back roads in rural areas and the traction was not good enough. In addition, because of
the lower
horsepower, the nutrition liquid container could not be operated in full capacity.
Sources
Therefore, accelerating and braking would put the liquid in motion and cause steering
problems. This truck was then transferred to Freja Logistics Ltd. and has since been
operating on standard roads with solid loads, thereby solving the aforementioned
challenges.
35
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Conclusions and dissemination
Most of the data linked to the LBG trucks has so far been collected and analysed.
Along the implementation process, different events on biogas directed at the greater
public as well as stakeholder forums on alternative fuels in South-West Finland have
been organised by the city of Turku.
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The procurement of the LBG trucks was financed by CIVITAS ECCENTRIC. While both
trucksExecutive
were initiallySummary
operated by Gasum, one of the trucks was transferred to Freja
Logistics Ltd. after encountering safety concerns due to route on which it was operating.
As a result of this transfer, the truck operates on standard roads with solid loads, thereby
1 solvingIntroduction
the aforementioned challenges. The fuelling stations are key enabling factors
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in the business model.
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Ensuring long-term sustainability – from pilot to full-scale
Figure 21: LBG trucks and associated fuelling stations
Foreseeable impacts
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Critical challenges and success factors
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TherePolicy
has beenRecommendations
a significant increase in the use of biogas as transportation fuel during 29
the project, and the concurrent process of widening the filling station network has been
a success factor and prime promoter of sales of CBG and LBG. In the Turku area, it is
likely Conclusions
that the project, via the promotional activities related to the measure, has 31
contributed both to the regional and national momentum for the more extensive use of
biogas in heavy freight traffic. This is also demonstrated by the fact that gas as vehicle
Sources
fuel was
one of the procurement criteria for Turku City fleet acquisition during 2017-2019. 31
This has resulted in the procurement of 15 new gas vehicles for the city fleet, adding to
the four gas vehicles that were already included in the fleet. It can be stated, without
hesitation, that the promotional activities of the project, together with the widening of the
gas filling station network, have contributed to the procurements.
36

4

From the communication perspective, the utilisation of sewage sludge has clearly
benefitted the image of the measure. The measure provided a fine opportunity for
showcasing biogas use in heavy traffic and served effectively in promoting biogas as a
viable option for passenger cars. During the project, the number of biogas vehicles
(passenger cars) increased significantly. It has been estimated that the only real limiting
factor for increasing the share of biogas among transportation fuels in the long term is
its production capacity.
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Although the usage of LBG does not represent technical challenges, since the same
engines can use bio-based fuel without any large technical changes, the potential impact
of the this type of measure is constrained by external factors, as the LBG
1 and scalability
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infrastructure
still quite limited. In fact, the consideration of the environmental
1.1filling Purpose
of thisisdocument
benefits of gas as an alternative fuel will determine the development of the gas filling
1.2
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network in Europe (CNG city centre/LNG highway corridors). Regarding technical issues,
one of the potential barriers that was identified during the planning phase is that the
in LBG trucks have less horsepower than their diesel counterparts, thus reducing
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The use of biogas as a transportation fuel has increased as an alternative to fossil
fuels.
From
toforreplication
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Regarding the implementation of “Waste to Energy” pathways from a municipal or
regional perspective, the biogas production and treatment process for producing
Policy Recommendations
29
biomethane at the local level could be a technical and economic challenge when other
options for organic waste and wastewater treatment are already implemented. If
implemented,
however, the biogas production and treatment process can bring benefits 31
Conclusions
in terms of GHG emissions and the circular economy approach.
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22

2.2.

Conclusions

The uptake of clean vehicles in freight fleets faces several challenges that jeopardise
their widespread application for urban logistics, mainly with regard to heavy-duty
vehicles. Throughout the CIVITAS ECCENTRIC project, different clean technologies for
freight trucks were tested under real-life conditions and a number of barriers were
identified:
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•

Commercially available options adapted to logistics. For the purposes of the
project, it was necessary to adapt internal combustion engine (ICE) models or to
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create a prototype;

•
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1.1
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Higher investment costs. The operating costs are usually lower than that of ICEs,
however, so the total cost of ownership could be advantageous;
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this document
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•

Specific fuelling/charging stations.

Therefore, the push for more environmentally-friendly transport in city freight fleets needs
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to be Testing
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Fiscal measures and economic incentives to benefit clean vehicles in terms of

Policy
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taxes and
fees and to cover the extra costs of clean vehicles.
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3. Innovative Policy Tools for Freight Logistics
The aim of WP7 was not only to test and analyse specific innovative solutions, but also
to take advantage of the common work of public and private partners of five European
cities.
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The goal has,
been to cover a more comprehensive approach in order to identify

barriers to and levers for systemic change when it comes to urban logistics. The goal
can be formulated in different ways:
•

1
1.1
1.2

6
well as the reduction of conflicts with other transport modes, thereby prioritising
the use of public space and urban safety to achieve more sustainable urban
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of document
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1. A lack of focus and strategies on urban logistics, and only a few cities with
someone that is responsible for urban logistics.

From ECCENTRIC cities to replication in other places

2. A lack of an integrated vision of the goods and waste flows within the urban
Drivers
mobility and urban planning strategies and plans.
Barriers
3. A lack of coordination among actors involved in urban logistics, and, in many
Success
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cases,factors
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impacts
4.Foreseeable
A lack of data
and information, which makes it difficult to improve operational 28
efficiency and long-term planning.
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The CIVITAS ECCENTRIC project has applied the six central topics recommended by
Policy Recommendations
29
the European Commision to tackle those challenges and produce supporting innovative
policy tools.
•
•

6

•
•

Conclusions
Use of information and communication technologies (ICT).

31

Treatment of logistics activities in Urban Vehicle Access Regulation schemes.
Engagement of stakeholders when implementing urban freight transport policies.
Sources
31
Logistics schemes for e-commerce.

•

The use of environmentally-friendly freight vehicles.

•

Indicators and data collection methods for urban freight distribution.
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The six topics are the subject of a non-binding guidance series that is primarily aimed at
public authorities (e.g. municipalities), and which was developed by the European
Commission’s Directorate General for Mobility and Transport (EC Study on urban
logistics – The integrated perspective, DG MOVE 2018).

With this holistic approach to urban freight policymaking, some useful experiences and
Table
of Contents
potentially repicable tools have been identified, principally grouped into three categories
of policy tools, as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 22: Policy tools on urban logistics
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and visions
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todifferent
replication
in other
places
different resources and methodologies. Ideally, they should be developed as a whole
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because
there are essential feedback loops between them.
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Finally, regarding policies that favour the economic sustainability of first-, last-, and onlySuccessinfactors
testing EVs
mile options
freightintransport,
the European Environment Agency’s (EEA) 2019 report,
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“The Ensuring
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— the key to
sustainable
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about impacts
the challenges in setting up sustainable business cases and policies
Foreseeable
that contribute to economic sustainability. With regard to the challenges, the report
further proposes ways to cover the extra cost for the trans-shipment at consolidation
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or micro-hubs.
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Authorities can use innovative policy tools to change the socio-economic framework so
that it takes better account of societal costs and value creation. Municipalities can adopt
Conclusions
31
supporting regulations to give a competitive advantage to environmentally-friendly
delivery vehicles and methods. These regulations can take different forms, such as
congestion charges, road user charges, time-based access restrictions, and access
rules. Sources
Alternatively, the provision of a subsidy may encourage the use of consolidation 31
centres through the reduction in external costs.
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4. From CIVITAS ECCENTRIC cities to replication in
other places
4.1.
Evaluating the replication potential of CIVITAS
ECCENTRIC processes
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From a holistic understanding of WP7, the main recommendation for municipalities and
decision makers when implementing policy tools is to analyse the results and processes
of specific measures in the city using the approach linked to six topics described in the
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previous
section. Summary

The seven specific measures that were developed and implemented within the CIVITAS
project have been scrutinised with regard to the different topics of interest, 6
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results as well as engage stakeholders that will help in designing and implementing
effective and innovative policy tools.
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achieve
objectives of sustainable freight.
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The market
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with
current
logistics models is, however,
Foreseeable impacts
not yet matching return on investment (RI) and cost-benefit (CB) criteria, meaning that
these new solutions are competitive only under very specific circumstances (pollutant
and GHG
regulations,
zero- or low-emission zones, regulation in night delivery). Thus,
Policy
Recommendations
this is not just a technological challenge, but one that concerns both technology and
regulation.
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Topic: Engagement of stakeholders when implementing urban freight transport
policies
Measures analysed
MUC 7.5 – “Neighbourhood-oriented concierge system”
STO 7.2 – "Consolidating municipal freight and excavated materials in
Stockholm”
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measures could
be seen as a “sand box” of the barriers that appear when
seeking agreements between policymakers, delivery companies, and consumers. The
complexity of urban logistics due to the different organisations’ cultures and strategies,
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schemes, aims, and stakes demands the development of city-specific
Purpose
of this
document channels for the involvement of stakeholders.
coordination and
collaboration
group
The Target
views and
interests of different stakeholders, including the city administration and
the diverse actors of the logistics chains (delivery companies, senders, consignees,
and even customers), are diverse and somehow contradictory. A well established and
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vehicles
in ECCENTRIC
permanent
partnership
is, therefore,
needed to develop a common understanding of
all of the impacts, problems, and solutions.
Offering EV-test fleets to selected target groups, Stockholm
In both CIVITAS ECCENTRIC measures, a “reorientation” of the originally planned
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Topic: Use of information and communication technologies (ICT)
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Measures analysed
From
cities
to replication
other
places
MUC ECCENTRIC
7.3 – “Sustainable
city logistics
by combiningin
electric
cargo
bike
delivery
services
with
a
flexible
storage
system”
Drivers
STO 7.4 – “Night-time deliveries using clean and silent vehicles”
Barriers
MAD 7.6 – “Prototype for an ultra-low emission cargo vehicle”
Success factors in testing EVs
Conclusions
Ensuring long-term sustainability – from pilot to full-scale
The application of ICT measures could be used as a test bed for policy tools that could
Foreseeable impacts
have a more general scope and could be applied to other potential activities in urban
logistics. In this particular case, the testing of geofencing tools by the City of Stockholm
for checking night deliveries could be applied as an enforcement tool for the regulation
Policy Recommendations
of loading and unloading areas. The involvement of a courier company for locking and
unlocking the boxes of the flexible package system in Munich could also be applied
further
as an enforcement tool for the management of multiple pick-up and delivery
Conclusions
points.
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This cross-cutting analysis of the measures in the light of the six main topics identified
Sources
31
by the EC constitutes an important step to produce a significant knowledge base, which
can be very useful for other municipal bodies when replicating and designing policy tools
that are adapted to their particular contexts and experiences. The components of the
cross-cutting analysis are illustrated in Figure 23.
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As it is shown in Figure 3, in addition to the particular experiences (CIVITAS
ECCENTRIC
it is useful
to include
the inputs from
sources
of particular
From measures),
ECCENTRIC
cities
to replication
in other
other
places
interest in the analysis steps. Inputs from other sources can be extremely useful for
Driversinnovative policy tools (plans, regulations, or partnerships) for urban logistics.
developing
It is also
important to have inputs from freight working groups of technical networks, such
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as theSuccess
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workingingroup,
other thinking groups and from leading activities in urban
testingorEVs
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– fromand
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Regarding
valuable
external sources, the exchange of information carried out as part of
Foreseeable
impacts
by CIVITAS ECCENTRIC project lead to the finding that Sustainable Urban Logistic
Plans (SULPs) are used more frequently in the United Kingdom than in other European
countries.
SULPs
(freight strategies, action plans, or parts of a mobility plan) follow a
Policy
Recommendations
structure that identifies the current situation and defines the strategic context, vision,
targets, and objectives using selected policy measures that are dependent on
Conclusions
geographical
scope. The Freight and Servicing Action Plan of London, for example,
provides useful government guidance as well as sustainable strategies to incorporate
into a city planning methodology. Apart from the conventional perspectives of clean and
Sources
efficient
freight, this Plan includes two essential aspects that are usually neglected: Safe
freight and land for freight.
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Figure 24: Freight and Servicing Action Plan (TfL 2019)
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Figure 25: European platform on SUMPs
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4.3.

Example measures

As examples of innovative policy tools that were implemented by CIVITAS ECCENTRIC
cities, the Stockholm Freight Plan can be mentioned as a strategic tool and the
Sustainable Mobility Ordinance as a regulatory tool for the low-emission zone, “Madrid
Central”. Despite differences due to the divergent nature of the tools (planning vs.
regulation), the private and public partnership and collaboration remain a key element.
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Stockholm makes urban freight an integrated part of its mobility plan. The purpose of the
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Foreseeable impacts
Figure 26: Stockholm Freight Plan (2018-2022)
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Implementation
Policy Recommendations
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The Action Plan, designed for the period 2018-2022, has been organised into six focus
areas, but it takes a flexible approach to incorporate new activities to enable adaptability
Conclusions
31
to a world
in which conditions change rapidly.
The six focus areas are:

6

•
•
•
•
•
•

29

Regulation and instruments;

Sources
Freight transport expertise;

31

Innovation and new technology;
Space-efficient urban logistics;
Freight by rail and water; and
Strategic land use
45
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Work within the various areas takes place in parallel and continuously. In addition, a
close dialogue with other key stakeholders is aimed for, to allow potential synergies
between different activities to be recognised when they arise. Each area contains several
concrete activities. As a transversal action, the collaboration between city
administrations and companies is established as a prerequisite for ensuring the
sustainable development of freight transport.
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as well
as freight by rail and water.
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Area: Regulation and instruments
Ensuring long-term sustainability – from pilot to full-scale
Activities included in the Freight Plan:
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• Conducting test projects for heavy freight transport at night, with a focus on
enhanced knowledge of noise issues.
•
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Designing and implementing new regulations for heavy freight transport at night.
Policy
Recommendations
29

The supporting CIVITAS ECCENTRIC measure:
STO 7.4 – Night-time deliveries using clean and silent vehicles (Stockholm)

Conclusions
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Area: Freight by rail and water
Activities included in the Freight Plan:

6

•

Conducting a pilot project for the transport of construction waste by water in urban 31
Sources

environments.
The supporting CIVITAS ECCENTRIC measure:
STO 7.2 – Consolidating municipal freight and excavated materials in Stockholm,
scope modified to cover ship transport of construction waste (see Deliverable D7.5)
(Stockholm)
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Recommendations for replicability
The planning tools are highly dependent on local context and conditions. Nevertheless,
in terms of replicability, there are important settings and preconditions that have been
used for the development of the Stockholm Freight Plan and that could be useful for
policy makers of other cities:
• Incorporate freight as a priority issue in the Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan
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•
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Provide flexibility mechanisms to the planned activities to face emerging issues.
Create a strong partnership to guarantee coordination, follow-up, and
Executive
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sustainabilitySummary
of the measures.
Include strategic land use for logistics as one of the work areas on urban
planning.
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was approved in October 2018. Among its
goals, one of the most relevant is that related to the protection of public health through
2.1
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Change Plan of Madrid” (Plan A), was developed for this purpose. The framework
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Figure 28: UVAR Madrid Central
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Implementation
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Conclusions
The Urban
Vehicle Access Regulation (UVAR) developed in the Sustainable Mobility 31
Ordinance was extremely sensitive to urban freight, taking into account the high
economic activity of the dense central area (commerce, tourism, hotels, restaurants, etc.)
Sources
31
and, thus,
the intense urban delivery associated with it.
The process of defining freight access regulation in “Madrid Central” constitutes an
innovative policy tool for the municipality in terms of high collaborative work, as it involved
logistics stakeholders in a way like never before.
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The discussions and collaboration processes with private actors were supported by the
CIVITAS ECCENTRIC project and constitute an example of how a technical project could
provide useful inputs for the policy and regulation decision-making realm of a
municipality. Two types of supporting activities could be distinguished, specifically in
relation to the process of drafting the policy and regulatory documents as well as to the
testing period of Madrid Central.
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Drafting process of the policy and regulatory documents: during the elaboration
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A and the Ordinance, a consulting group was created to discuss
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meetings to review the successive drafts of the policy documents and, although
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The testing period of Madrid Central (January - June 2019): prior to the
commissioning of the access restrictions and the fine-tuning of the system
implementation,
a testing
period with fully operational plate reading was set up.
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Figure 29: Hourly distribution of freight vehicle access to Madrid Central
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Lessons learnt from implementation
A local public private partnership during the elaboration of key policy tools could
significantly improve the level of agreement and feasibility of targets to be achieved
through those policy tools. In the Madrid case, it was the first time that freight became a
priority topic within urban mobility planning and regulations development.
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The CIVITAS ECCENTRIC project has contributed to the process, providing general
guidelines and supporting the data collection methods for urban freight distribution. The
Executive
data obtained
madeSummary
it possible to make decisions based on scientific evidence instead
of perceptions or biased views.
recommendations, the Freight Working Group has, unfortunately, not been fixed
1 Despite
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as a permanent forum for discussion and collaboration. A specific Freight Department at
1.1the municipal
Purpose of
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document
level
also not yet been created to deal with the complexity of urban
1.2logistics
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in agroup
consistent and continuous way.
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From ECCENTRIC cities to replication in other places

Not only objectives are important, but also the dissemination of outcomes to
Drivers
maximise the opportunity for identifiable policy impacts. In the case of Madrid
Barriers
Freight Working Group, for example, obtaining real data for six months is a
valuable
outcome
for other
Success
factors
in testing
EVs potential uses. Furthermore, a booklet of sustainable
freight practices
Madrid was–produced
Ensuring
long-termin
sustainability
from pilottotohighlight
full-scalethe efforts made by many
operators to use clean vehicles and efficient supply chains.
Foreseeable impacts
• Outcomes are not just physical objects and projects, but equally important is the
relationship and knowledge exchange between participants, since these provide
the foundation
for further improvements with regard to the urban freight situation.
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A focus on long-term possibilities is important.
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Figure 30: Dissemination of good logistic practices in Madrid
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Recommendations for replicability

Testing
vehicles
ECCENTRIC
For the
implementation
of ainlocal
partnership involving different freight stakeholders,
public bodies, and other relevant urban agents, it is recommended to consider basic
2.1
Offering EV-test fleets to selected target groups, Stockholm
settings and preconditions to maximise its impact and operability.
2.2
Test fleets, policy incentives and campaigns for the uptake of electric vehicles, Madrid
Some important key factors have been pointed out in the technical literature (Ref [7]):
2.3
Electric lightweight vehicles for car sharing and logistics, Munich
• There is a need for strong management and the organisation of a partnership.
2.4
Electrification of the Municipal Fleet & Promotion of Electro-mobility, Turku
• It is important to have a variety of relevant stakeholders.
2.5
Developing the Clean Vehicle Portal, Stockholm
• In some partnerships, political involvement was important. In the case of
partnerships discussing policy and regulatory tools, this political endorsement is
crucial.
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4.4.

Conclusions

Freight is one of the main components of urban mobility in terms of traffic and emissions,
and one which has a high impact on the use of scarce public space and urban safety as
well as a conflictual relationship with other mobility modes.
Therefore, local governments must integrate urban logistics in the overall city transport
policies for planning and regulation as a specific topic, with its own identity and set of
attributes.
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digitalisation
involves a paradigm shift of consumer behaviour towards eExecutive
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commerce and delivery patterns. These patterns are also constrained by increasingly
restrictive environmental rules and the scarcity of public space to satisfy the demand for
1 new uses,
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leading to an urban logistics scenario that is in constant change.
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Purpose of this document
In this changing scenario, municipalities should adopt a flexible and adaptive approach.
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vision from the perspective of the circular economy, combining the flows
of goods and waste, could increase the efficiency of the inverse logistics chains and
enhance the sustainable management of recyclable materials, avoiding extra travels. An
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new opportunities for a clean and
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efficient distribution and collection of goods.
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Consequently,
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2.3
Electric lightweight
car sharing
and logistics,
Munich of freight within
the organisational chart is a preceding step to the design and delivery of innovative
2.4
Electrification of the Municipal Fleet & Promotion of Electro-mobility, Turku
planning and regulation tools. While these policy tools can be delivered in different forms
2.5
Developing the Clean Vehicle Portal, Stockholm
(freight plans, integrative SUMPs, SULPs, ordinances, access restriction zones, use and
pricing of loading and unloading zones, etc.), there are some common features, such as
clear defintions of urban freight vehicles and supply chains, permanent inclusive
3 partnerships
From with
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public and private stakeholders, strategic land use for logistics, uptake
of electromobility
in efficient logistics chains, or ICT tools for enforcement.
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of city-specific coordination and collaboration channels for the
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involvement
stakeholders
is EVs
an essential prerequisite for municipal policy formulation.
Public-private
partnerships,
which
help
to achieve
a fully comprehensive logistics
Ensuring long-term sustainability
– from
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scheme
as well asimpacts
clear aims and stakeholder demands, are needed for the effective
Foreseeable
design, implementation, and follow-up of those plans and regulations.
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Innovative planning and regulatory tools depend largerly on different contexts as well as
Policy
Recommendations
on political
support,
but the processes and approaches tested in ECCENTRIC cities 29
could be successfully adopted. These conclusions might help other cities to address the
EU’s commitment to reach clean and CO2-free city logistics in major urban centres by
Conclusions
31
2030, with city administrations taking up a leading coordination role for establishing
partnerships with the private sector in order to achieve this goal.
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Policy
Recommendations
and construction waste transport by water.
• CIVITAS ECCENTRIC Deliverable D.7.1 Preparing for better and cleaner urban
freight logistics. September 2017
Conclusions
• CIVITAS ECCENTRIC Deliverable D.7.2. Implementing efficient supply chains.
November 2018.
• Sources
CIVITAS ECCENTRIC Deliverable D.7.3. Implementing clean vehicle
technology. December 2018.
• CIVITAS ECCENTRIC Deliverable D.7.4 Replication package: Efficient Supply
chains. July 2018
• CIVITAS ECCENTRIC Deliverable D.7.5 Replication package: Clean freight
vehicle technologies. July 2018
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11. Other recent urban freight European projects.
•

SUCCESS Sustainable Urban Consolidation Centre for construction sites
(Luxembourg,
Paris,
Valencia
and
Verona)
http://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/193217.en.html
U-TURN Rethinking urban transportation through advanced tools and supply
chain collaboration in horizontal networks in Attika area, Milan and London urban
areas. http://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/193351.en.html
CCCB CITY CHANGER CARGO BIKE Facing the increase of commercial
delivery services
and private trips with the impulse of cargo bikes uptake for
Executive
Summary
improving more sustainable logistics operations, public space improvement more
engagement
of
citizens
and
reduction
of
traffic
congestion.
Introduction
http://www.cyclelogistics.eu/
POST of
LOWCIT
Low noise and low-carbon freight delivery for postal operators
Purpose
this document
ensuring
Target
grouplast mile connections through optimised urban and long-distance
transport. http://correos.es
Topic Guide developed in the SUMP 2.0 process on Sustainable Urban Logistics
Planning:vehicles in ECCENTRIC
Testing
https://www.eltis.org/sites/default/files/sustainable_urban_logistics_planning_0.
Offering
EV-test fleets to selected target groups, Stockholm
pdf

•
Table
of Contents
•

1
1.1

•

1.2
•

2
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5

3

4
5
6

fleets,
incentives
for the uptake
electric vehicles,
Madrid
• Test
“The
firstpolicy
and last
mile —and
Thecampaigns
key to sustainable
urbanof
transport”.
Transport
and
environment
report
2019 European
Environment
Agency,
EEA Report 18/2019
Electric
lightweight
vehicles
for car sharing
and logistics,
Munich
• Electrification
CIVITAS SUCCESS
Project.Fleet
VCF,&etPromotion
al., 2018,of
Sustainable
UrbanTurku
Consolidation
of the Municipal
Electro-mobility,
Centres for Construction, SUCCESS, Deliverable 5.2: Solutions evaluation and
Developing the Clean Vehicle Portal, Stockholm
comparison, Luxembourg Institute of Science and Technology (LIST),
Luxembourg (http://www.success-urbanlogistics.eu/project-knowledge/#).
• Stockholm pre-study to outline the potential to consolidate goods.
From ECCENTRIC cities to replication in other places
• Gothenburg-based pilot within the DenCity3 project (link to video about the pilot,
Drivers
in Swedish https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HeY0pWb6LwE).
• Barriers
Floating recycling centre feasibility study (Sweco, 2020) in Sweedish with and
English
summary.
Success
factors
in testing EVs
• Video WP7: CIVITAS ECCENTRIC.
Ensuring long-term sustainability – from pilot to full-scale
• Stockholm Freight Plan (Part of the Urban Mobility Strategy):
Foreseeable impacts
https://start.stockholm/globalassets/start/om-stockholms-stad/politik-ochdemokrati/styrande-dokument/stockholm-freight-plan.pdf
• Nationally funded project in Finland “New solutions in city logistics” will provide
Policy
Recommendations
valuable new information about the possibilities of LBG as a source of fuel in
urban environments especially in the first/last mile context.
• Conclusions
In Turku, an investigation into the potential use of biogas as transportation fuel
was initiated by the city, Åbo Akademi University and some companies already
in 2010. The primary goal of the investigation was to find a sustainable public
transport solution based on use of biogas.
Sources
• NBGD 2: Treatment of logistics activities in Urban Vehicle Access Regulation
Schemes.
• NBGD 4: Logistics schemes for E-commerce
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